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Why Delegate Powers to Partners?
Political Dilemma

!

Control (appointing trustable Junior Ministers)
versus
!

Flexibility (Porteira Fechada)

Coalition Management
In a coalition-based presidential system the
executive has to face at least three
interconnected tradeoffs:
1.

Coalition size (number of players)
"

2.

Coalition ideology (preferences)
"

3.

Small versus large

Homogeneous versus heterogeneous

Participation of coalition members in
cabinet (weight)
"

More proportional versus more monopolistic

Theory:
Ideological Distance
The greater the ideological distance between the president’s party and the political
party of the coalition partner, the more inclined the president will be to directly
interfere in that particular ministry delegated to that distant partner

Number of Coalition Par tners
The larger the number of partisan veto players in the coalition, the greater the
difficulty for the president to coordinate the coalition team as a coherent government
pursuing a particular agenda or acting in the same policy direction

Coalition Concentration
the more proportional or coalescent the government cabinet portfolio is, the smaller the
need for the presidency to appoint a trustful junior minister to oversight the Minister.

Literature:
When should Politicians (Congress) Delegate to Bureaucrats?
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!
!
!

!
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!
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Organiza(onal+isomorphism+(March+&+Olsen)+
Blame+shi7ing+(Fiorina)+
Credibility+gains+(Levi+&+Spiller;+Mueller+&+Pereira)+
Informa(onal+gains+(Krehbiel)+
Preserva(on+of+Congress s+intertemporal+preferences+on+the+
bureaucracy+(McNollgast)+
Poli(cal+risk+and+uncertainty+(Moe,+Horn,+Rui+de+Figueiredo)+
Power+parity+among+poli(cal+coali(ons+(Geddes)+
Transac(on+cost+poli(cs+(Epstein+&+O Halloran;+Huber+&+
Shipan)+
Execu(veQlegisla(ve+rela(ons+and+presiden(al+durability+in+
power+(Lewis;+Melo,+Pereira+&+Werneck)+

Literature Bias:
!

Most+of+the+theore(cal+developments+and+empirical+research+
have+focused+on+US+poli(cal+ins(tu(ons+
!

!

!

Congress+takes+the+ini(a(ve+of+delega(ng+authori(es+to+execu(ve+agencies.+

How+about+the+logic+of+delega(on+in+mul(party+coali(onQ
based+separa(on+of+power+systems+where,+unlike+the+US,+
execu(ves+are+the+agenda+seUers,+hold+legisla(ve+powers,+
and+have+great+ability+to+build+majority+coali(ons+by+
controlling+the+legisla(ve+agenda+and+dispensing+pork+and+
patronage+to+coali(on+members?+
In+Brazil,+presidents+and+governors+have+the+exclusive+
preroga(ve+of+ini(a(ng+bills+proposing+the+crea(on+or+closing+
of+administra(ve+agencies.++

Recent Literature:
(Delegation within Coalition Government):
Way s o f c o n t ro l l i n g c o a l i t i o n Pa r t n e r s
!

Committees Watchdog:
!

!

The president’s party, formateur, controls committee appointments in
order to minimize the risk of policy appropriation (Carroll and Cox
2012).

Junior Ministers Watchdog:
!

!

!

The stakes are high, the differences between the parties are substantial,
and when they lack other means of overseeing their partners (Thies
2001)
lack of external oversight controls, interparty dynamics, and the
importance of portfolios influence (Lipsmeyer and Pierce 2011)
Under the risk of undesirable policies, presidents may manage his
governing coalition in multiparty settings (Huber and Martinez-Gallardo
2008, and Martinez-Gallardo 2011)

Coalition Management

Research Strategy (1)
• 35 interviews with Ministers, Junior
Ministers, and top bureaucrats
•

“the presidency would define policy priorities for the ministries and the
junior ministers would keep coalition partners on track” (Clovis Carvalo,
FHC’s Chief of Staff)
• “If the Junior Minister is partisan, there is one-hundred percent chance of
corruption” (Former Junior Minister at the Ministry of Justice, anonymous)
• “minister Paulo Renato de Souza, of the PSDB, made it clear that I was to
be his assistant and not be a policy formulator - unless he specifically
asked for, which he did in policies such as ‘mudança do crédito educativo
para a FIES’ and the ‘Bolsa Escola’” (Luciano Patricio, FHC’s Junior Minister
of Education).
• “There existed informal committees within the ministry to analyze specific
policies that might be proposed as legislation. (Alencar Ferreira, Lula’s
Minister of Labor).

Research Strategy (2)
•

We b u i l t a u n i q u e d a t a s e t o f 1 7 8
combinations of ministers and junior
ministers from 1995 to 2010 (FHC and
Lula).

D e p e n d e n t Va r i a b l e
•

President’s Watchdog:
• When the minister does not belong to the president’s party, but the
junior minister does; and when neither the minister nor the junior
minister belong to the president’s party, but the latter is not affiliated
to any political party and can more easily serve as the president’s
agent within the cabinet.
• 28 percent of the parings

Key Independent Variables:
Core explanatory variables
!

!

!

Ideological Distance = it means the ideological distance
between the president’s political party and the minister’s
political party according to Power and Zucco’s index (2012);
Coalition Size = it represents the average number of political
parties that are part of the presidential coalition;
Coalition Concentration = it indicates the degree of power
concentration of ministerial positions in the president’s party
(coalition formateur); that is, the lack of proportionality
between the number of ministries delegated to a party ally
and its relative weight in Congress .

Control Variables:
!
!

!

!

!

President’s popularity
Core = it is a dummy variable that indicates if the ministry occupies a core cabinet
in the governing cabinet portfolio (Health, Education Social Security, Planning and
Finance) due to their size, budget, and policy importance.
Coalition Concentration = it indicates the degree of power concentration of
ministerial positions in the president’s party (coalition formateur); that is, the lack of
proportionality between the number of ministries delegated to a party ally and its
relative weight in Congress.
Learn = it measures the number of previous cabinets a president experienced from
that particular combination of minister and junior minister. With this variable we try
to capture the process of learning how to manage multiparty coalition governments
over time.
Coalition distance = it indicates the ideological distance between the mean of the
governing coalition from the president’s party ideology.

!

FHC1 and FHC2 = dummy variable for each of Cardoso’s term in office;

!

Lula1 and Lula2 = dummy variable for each of Lula’s term in office

Political Determinants of Coalition Watchdogs:

Political Determinants of Coalition Watchdogs:

Coalition Managing Style of FHF and Lula:

Conclusion
!

!

Presidents make use of junior ministers as watchdogs when ideological differences
between coalition parties and president’s party are substantial. More specifically, when
the party of the minister is 1 point ideologically away from the president’s party, in a
10-point ideology scale (either to the left or to the right of the ideological spectrum), the
likelihood of appointing a watchdog increases more than 2.3 times.
The size of the presidential coalition does not play a significant role in the probability of
having a watchdog appointed by the president
!

!

Coalition concentration does affect the choice junior ministers as presidential watchdogs;
however, in a different direction as we predicted. A president that decides to build a
monopolist coalition, concentrating the majority of ministerial position to a particular
party (usually the formateur president’s party), does not seem follow the managerial
strategy of appointing watchdogs to oversight coalition partners in other ministries.
!

!

The intuition behind this unexpected result might be that presidents who build governing coalitions with
several political parties do not feel uncomfortable or threatened managing too many partisan veto
players. This might suggest - and future research could well sort this out - that inviting many political
parties does not necessarily entail having to deal with coordination that is too costly.

This might indicate that the opportunity cost of watching over less important ministries may be too high
or that the president would not want to upset underrepresented coalition partners. We do intend to
pursue future work in order illuminate these potential hypothesis further.

Cardoso and Lula made different choices regarding junior ministers either as watchdogs
for coalition partners (mostly Cardoso) or as bureaucratic assistants for trustable
ministers (mostly Lula).
!

This indicates that the “coalitional presidentialism” literature too often errs on the side of institutional
design versus individual agency. Even under the same institutions setting and incentive-structure,
presidents might make very different choices regarding government building and coalition
management.

